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Abstract.

The Precambrian Holum granite, an elongate pluton· 90 km2 in

area in southern Norway, was studied in order to arrive at an integrated geo
logical and geophysical interpretation. The modal composition of the granite is
approximately: perthite (Or80) 40%; plagioclase (An27) 26%; quartz 24%;
biotite 5%; accessory minerals 3%; hornblende 2%. The composition of sur
rounding augen gneisses is similar. The rocks of the pluton pass into the regional
amphibolite-facies migmatites and felsic banded gneisses through a gradational
contact zone marked by augen gneiss.

Chemical studies of the granite of the pluton and the constituent feldspars
do not indicate any obvious relation to the minimum melting composition in the
granite system. The chemical variations are best explained as the result of
long-lasting metamorphic processes at great depths and at sub-solidus tempera
tures.

A Bouguer gravity anomaly map shows that the usual negative anomaly
found over granitic plutons is missing over the Holum granite. This lack of
negative gravity anomaly is partly explained by a very low density contrast
between rocks of the gneisses and those of the pluton. A relatively dense mass
is present either within or immediately beneath the pluton.
The eastern contact of the pluton dips gently westward; the western contact
is vertical. The ubiquitous foliation in the granite generally parallels the foliation

in the adjacent country rocks, as do the attitudes of inclusions within the
granite. The pluton appears to occupy the core of a synform whose struc
tural elements parallel those of the country rocks. The lack of a negative
gravity anomaly is further explained by the probable small vertical extent of
the pluton.
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Partly disordered K-feldspar perthites from the granite texturally resemble
K-feldspars from the bordering augen gneisses. Since augen gneisses have the
same compositional range as the granite and regional structures are preserved,
the granite has probably recrystallized from augen gneiss in the core of a fold.
Lenticular granitic plutons in fold cores seem to be typical of the deep level of
the crust exposed in the southern Norwegian Precambrian. Although the general
character of crust is more granitic than at higher crustal levels in the Precam
brian and could represent a low-velocity seismic zone, the rocks are highly
heterogeneous. Mobilization of rocks in and around the Holum granite could
provide a ready source of granitic material that intmdes to higher levels.
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General statement

Granitic plutons can be particularly well studied by combined geologic
and gravity methods. In a geological study we look for good outcrops;
in a gravity study we look for accessible terrain of low relief. The two
features are usually incompatible. Gravity interpretation of several
plutons (SMITHSON 1963a, 1963b) indicated relatively small vertical
extents, but the scope of the gravity interpretation was restricted
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by the limited accessibility of those areas. On the other hand, the
Holum granitic pluton is well suited for an integrated geological-grav
ity study because it combines extensive outcrops (about 50% exposed)
with numerous roads and relatively low relief, especially for Norway.
This pluton is also of great interest because it is found in a migmatite
terrain that probably represents a very deep level of exposure in the
crust.

Location
The Holum granitic pluton is located 350 km southwest of Oslo at the
extreme southern tip of Norway and 5 km north of the coastal town of
Mandal (Fig. 1). The pluton is an elongate body with an area of 90
km2•

The �neisses
The area studied is part of the southern Norwegian gneiss terrain
(see

BARTH 1963, where additional literature is cited) and provides an

outstanding occurrence of migmatitic and associated rocks. The gneisses
are composed of banded gneiss, migmatite, augen gneiss, and granitic
gneiss.
The banded gneiss is granitic

in general character and is considerably

more felsic than the typical banded gneisses of the Bamble rocks

( BUGGE 1943, DIETRICH 1960) of the southern
Norwegian Precambrian. Bands of amphibo
lite are interlayered with gray biotite-rich
quartzo-feldspathic gneiss and pink quartz
monzonitic gneiss, but are subordinate to
other rock types. Amphibolite layers range
from 5 mm to l m in thickness; quartzo-feld
spathic layers range from l to 5 cm in thick
ness. Isolated porphyroblasts of K-feldspar
augen are scattered throughout the quartz
monzonitic layers of the banded gneiss. Wide
ly scattered isoclinal fold hinges in banded
gneiss indicate strong deformation and trans
Fig. l. Map showing the
area

studied at the tip of

southem Norway.

position of any earlier layering.

Migmatites are defined as rocks of mixed

appearance (light and dark parts) in which
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the light felsic part appears to have behaved in a more mobile
manner (DIETRICH and MEHNERT 1961). Rocks of the area which
fit this description are those which are small-folded so that the felsic
part appears more plastic and has recrystallized to larger grains,
or in which considerable porphyroblastesis has taken place selectively
in the felsic layers. K-feldspar porphyroblasts are common in migma
tites, particularly in minor fold hinges. Migmatites, particularly those
which show small-folding, are widespread in the area and are associated
with the banded gneisses.
Augen gneisses are found in small zones within the other gneisses
and as strips up to 2 km wide that parallel the borders of the granitic
pluton (Fig. 2). The angen gneisses are characterized by K-feldspar
porphyroblasts up to 3 cm long in a groundmass of grains from 0.5
to 1.5 mm long. Angen gneisses are commonly interlayered with thin
(up to 5 cm wide) amphibolite layers and in places contain irregular
subrounded patches of amphibolite. Angen gneisses are intimately
associated with the regional migmatites and banded gneisses.
Modal analyses of both angen gneisses and rocks of the pluton were
made on stained slabs that had an area of at least 30 cm2 (SMITHSON
1963c). One thousand points were counted on each slab.
The augen gneisses are composed of K-feldspar perthite (ca. Or80),
plagioclase (An26_34), quartz, hornblende, biotite, and accessory min
erals.
The K-feldspar is lenticular, porphyroblastic, or collected in aggre
gates of smaller K-feldspar grains in a xenoblastic to hypidioblastic
groundmass. Quartz is unstrained to slightly strained in spite of con
siderable deformation visible mesoscopically. Myrmekite is found
sporadically.
K-feldspar perthite is ubiquitous, but the perthite exhibits variable
morphology. Film perthite1 is most common and is found in almost all
K-feldspar grains. Vein and patch perthite are found sporadically,
especially in larger grains. Film perthite is the only type commonly
found in small grains, and the smaller grains usually contain only a
few small 'films' of plagioclase. K-feldspar porphyroblasts contain
strongly developed drop perthite (guttate perthite of BARTH 1930
similar to ANDERSEN's (1928) string perthite except that the plagio
clase phase is present as larger, more widely spaced 'drops') together
1 The nomenclature of ANDERSEN (1928) is followed for description of perthites.
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Fig. 2. Geologic map of Holum granite and vicinity. Wavy lines in Holum granite
represent inclusions.
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with small amounts of vein and patch perthite and the usual finely
developed film perthite. Plagioclase in the 'drops' (Pl. l, fig. l)
is clear and has a high refractive index approximately equal to that
of the groundmass plagioclase, but plagioclase in vein and patch
perthite is cloudy and slightly sericitized. Plagioclase in vein, patch,
and drop perthite extinguishes simultaneously. Large K-feldspar
porphyroblasts containing drop perthite enclose small groundmass
K-feldspars that are not visibly perthitic (Pl. l, fig. 2). K-feldspar
porphyroblasts enclose irregular pockets of corroded plagioclase where
they coalesce. Stages of a complex evolution may be indicated by well
developed drop perthite in large grains and poorly developed film
perthite in the groundmass.
Maximum microcline (2V
84°, Z/\..L(OlO)
18°) is the dominant
K-feldspar modification in augen gneiss; however, orthoclase (2V 59°,
Z/\..L(OlO)
0-1°) was found in some samples. The augen gneisses
that contain orthoclase also contain K-feldspars of intermediate
structural state with 2V's that range from 62° to 78° ( GOLDSMITH
and LAVES 1954). RD K-feldspars (CHRISTIE 1962) are also present.
These K-feldspars exhibit diffuse undulatory extinction and poorly
developed twin lamellae. Diffuse-appearing poorly ordered domains
(Pl. l. fig. 3) do not contain so much visible film perthite as grid
twinned domains of higher 2V. The augen gneisses surrounding the
Holum granite exhibit the disordered K-feldspars of the widely ranging
structural state that is common in other Norwegian Precambrian
augen gneisses ( SMITHSON 1963b).
Field relations demonstrate that a transition from banded gneiss
to migmatite to augen gneiss exists (Fig. 3). That banded gneiss, which
commonly has ·a uniform attitude on a mesoscopic scale, is already
highly deformed is demonstrated by the presence of isoclinal fold
hinges (Fig. 3a). If the banded gneiss has been folded on a mesoscopic
scale, it resembles migmatite and is so termed (Fig. 3b). In the cores of
larger mesoscopic folds, a new penetrative surface parallel to the axial
plane develops and transposes the layering of banded gneiss or mig
matite (Fig. 3c). With growth of K-feldspar augen in the fold core, the
rock becomes an augen gneiss. Tectonic inclusions of small fragments
derived from the thinner amphibolite layers are enclosed in augen
gneiss. Thin biotite-rich layers are tightly folded around K-feldspar
augen and transposed. Close investigation of many augen-gneiss
=

=

=

=
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(c)

Fig. 3. Transition from banded gneiss to migmatitic or augen gneiss by folding.
(a) Banded gneiss containing scattered hinges of isoclinal folds. (b) Migmatite
formed by small-folding of banded gneiss accompanied by porphyroblastesis
of alkali feldspar. (c) Augen gneiss formed from banded gneiss by transposition
of layering in core of mesoscopic fold.

exposures reveals tight small-falding that transposes the layering in
augen gneisses. Deformation manifested by transposition of layering
causes a homogenization of banded gneiss and results in a uniform

appearing augen gneiss. The transition from banded gneiss to migmatite
or augen gneiss is largely a structural process in this area, and recrystalliza
tion is controlled by relation to structural position in folds.

This relationship provides a powerful commentary on accepting
SEDERHOLM'S (1907) original definition that a migmatite is composed
of metamorphic and magmatic parts. Migmatites and augen gneisses
can be produced by the effect of deformation on a starting material
composed of alternating mafic and felsic layers.
The gneisses exhibit a characteristic composition over hundreds of
square kilometers, ranging between amphibolite and granitic gneiss.
Rocks whose composition would be decisive for d etermining the original
source are generally missing over great areas. In the Kristiansand area,

FALKUM

(1966)

has traced a

thin marble layer for 15 km

and has

also
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Fig. 4. Ternary composition diagrams for (l) quartz-feldspars-mafics and (Z)
quartz-plagioclase-Or. The perthite lamellae are here added to the plagioclase.
The line AB in diagram (2) is the locus of the isobaric minima in the system
NaAISia08-KAISi308-Si02-H20 at PH,O from 500 to 4000 bars. Solid circles
represent granites, open circles augen gneisses.

found quartz-rich rocks that could represent metamorphosed sand
stones. Cordierite-sillimanite gneisses are found between Holum and
Flekkefjord (BARTH & DoNs 1960). Quartz-rich layers l to 2 cm
thick are found in banded gneisses in a few places in the Mandal
Holum area. In spite of the great deformation evidenced by plastic
flow, the gneisses are so thoroughly recrystallized that little evidence
of strain is visible in the minerals. The banded gneisses of tlus area
may have been derived from supracrustal rocks, but their original
features are thoroughly altered by deformation and metamorphism.
Lack of index minerals in the gneisses renders exact determination
of metamorphic grade difficult. Presence of andesine in epidote-free
amphibolites indicates a metamorphic grade in the middle-to-upper
almandine-amphibolite facies (BARTH 1962b). Scattered occurrences of
orthoclase or intermediate microcline may reflect conditions near the
amphibolite-granulite-facies boundary (HEIER 1957, 1960).
The granitic pluton
PETROGRAPHY

The rocks of the pluton are composed of subhedral K-feldspar perthite
(ca. Or80) megacrysts up to 2 cm long, smaller subhedral plagioclase
(An26_30), quartz, biotite, hornblende, and accessory minerals. Sphene
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is an unusually abundant accessory mineral. The modal compositions
of the Holum granitic pluton also resemble those of calcalkline granites
from New England ( CHAYES 1952). A chemical analysis, mode, and
norm appear in Tables l and 2. A dose correspondence is noted be
tween the mesonorm ( BARTH 1959) and the mode. Rocks from the pluton
cover the same compositional range as the surrounding augen gneisses
on both the Q-P-Or diagram and the Q-M-F diagram (see Fig. 4).

In comparison to the augen gneisses, large K-feldspars in the granite
show a development of rectangular crystal form. Although textures
of groundmass minerals range from xenoblastic to hypidiomorphic,
hypidiomorphic mineral outlines are generally more common than
in the augen gneisses. K-feldspars up to 3 cm long are enclosed in a
groundmass whose grain size averages about 2 mm. Quartz ranges from
being unstrained to rather strongly strained. Myrrnekite is widely scat
tered throughout the granite and is very common in a few specimens.
Plagioclase may exceed the alkali feldspar in amount; in places,
it may drop to 1/4 of the total feldspar, but it is usually higher. Petro
graphically, the pluton is therefore a typical adamellite. In spite of
the great variation in the proportions of the two feldspars, plagioclase
has a narrow compositional range of 26-30 An, except from thin sel
vages of pure albite that occasionally rim the plagioclase grains. The
only common twins are simple albite twins, but most plagioclase
grains show no twinning at all. The morphology of the twinned crystals indicates
that an original twin pattern has been

eliminated (see Fig. 5).
A twin is thermodynamically unstable,
for the twin plane is a section of high free
energy. In the course of time, a twin should
therefore convert into a single crystal.
Usually, it takes some sort of external
energy, mechanical energy, stress, or heat
to eliminate the twin structure.
For this pluton, one might guess that
most of the primary twinning in plagio
clase was effaced during a long time of
metamorphism at elevated pressure and
temperature.

Fig. 5. Vanishing albite twin
ning in an oligoclase from the
analyzed sample at Ljose
vann, Holum. The diameter
of picture is 2 mm.
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Boundaries between plagioclase and K-feldspar are commonly ir
regular and indented. Corroded plagioclase grains that may be highly
myrmekitic are enclosed at grain boundaries between adjacent large
K-feldspars.
As in the augen gneiss, vein, patch, and film perthite are common in
granite. Patch and vein perthite are most common in the larger
K-feldspars (Pl. l, fig. 3); film perthite is ubiquitous. Although larger
K-feldspar grains may be strongly perthitic, small grains in the ground
mass show very little perthite. While string to drop perthite is found,
especially in larger K-feldspars, the typical development is rectangular
perthite (Pl. l, fig. 3). Rectangular perthite grades into string and
drop perthite, and is probably genetically related to them. The pla
gioclase phase of string, drop, and rectangular perthite has a high
refractive index, which is approximately equal to that of the ground
mass plagioclase. The plagioclase phase of rectangular perthite may
contain twin lamellae (Pl. l, fig. 3) and extinguishes simultaneously
with plagioclase of string and drop perthite and with plagioclase in
adjacent large grains. This perthite is possibly too calcic to have been
held in solid solution in a ternary feldspar (TurrLE & B owEN 1958).
This fact and the mutual relations between K-feldspar and plagioclase
as described above suggest that rectangular, string, and drop perthites
are formed by replacement.
Maximum microcline constitutes the predominant K-feldspar modi
fication in granite. A few specimens, however, contain orthoclase
(2V
58°, Z/1. .l (010 )
0° ) and intermediate, RD K-feldspar (2V
varies from 62° to 68°, Z/1. .l (010)
3-8°). Some grid-twinned
microcline contains diffuse, less ordered domains (Pl. l, fig. 2).
In places which may be either related or unrelated to the granite
contacts, textures in the granite approach that of augen gneiss, and
texture in the augen gneiss becomes granitic. All gradations between
augeri gneiss and granite exist (Pl. l, fig. 1).
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Fig. 6. Field sketch of western contact of Holum granite, showing east-to-west
gradation from granite to augen gneiss. At Hennestad.
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Fig. 7. Agmatite found near south contact of granite. Fragments of gneiss retain
general structural coherence.

Inclusions of amphibolite and banded gneiss are common in the
granite and range in size from 10 cm streaks to longer than 50 m. Small
boudins of amphibolite are found parallel to foliation in the granite.
CONTACT RELATIONS

In many places, the pluton is bordered by a zone of augen gneiss (Fig. 2).
The rock type passes imperceptibly from a foliated granitic rock con
taining lenticular K-feldspars to one containing subhedral oriented
K-feldspars (Pl. l, fig. 1), so that the contact is gradational. This gra
dation may take place over a zone up to 500 m wide on the east side
of the pluton; the gradational zone is generally narrower on the west
side, and in places it is virtually lacking. The contact may be marked
by augen gneisses containing granitic-looking zones and granite con
taining augen-gneiss-resembling zones (Fig. 6). Small folding is com
monly visible in the augen gneiss, and a faint linear structure with the
same orientation can be detected in the adjacent granite. At the north
end, the pluton tails out into the regional gneisses through an augen
gneiss zone. Gradational contacts of the pluton are marked by a transi
tion from augen gneiss to granite.
At the south end of the pluton, in addition to a gradation from augen
gneiss to granite, numerous inclusions of gneiss are fo und in the granite
inside the contact zone The inclusions exhibit nearly the s ame attitude
.
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as the adjoining gneiss and the granite. Individual fragments of gneiss
within the pluton show general structural coherence on a mesoscopic
scale (Fig. 7). Small-scale agmatites are found within both the pluton
and tHe regional gneisses; a large-scale agmatite is formed at the south
em border of the pluton.
Inclusions of gneiss, which are found abundantly within the pluton,
are indicated on the geologic map (Fig. 2) and may be exposed for
60 m or more. Thin dark layers of hornblende and biotite which parallel
foliation in the granite are fairly common within the pluton. In
clusions most commonly consist of the amphibolite layers of banded
gneiss and have sharp borders against the granite; however, inclusions
of augen gneiss, which range in size from one meter to tens of meters,
have gradational contacts with the granite. Rather than being found
as discrete inclusions of augen gneiss, the foliated granite passes into a
small region of augen-gneiss-appearing rock in places. In the contact
zone on the east side, the foliation of granite and augen gneiss dips
moderately westward so that granite appears to be resting on augen
gneiss. On the west side, foliation of granite and gneiss dips almost
vertically. The pluton is a concordant body of granite with gradational
contacts.
CHEMISTRY

A chemical analysis of a sample of Holum granite, the calculated
cation percentage, and the meso- and catanorms are listed in Table 2.
The alkali content of the constituent microcline perthite is given at
Table l. Made of the ana,lyzed Holum granite
Calc

Obs
Quartz ......................... .
Microcline perthite, Or 80, Ab 20... .
Plagioclase Ab 74, An 26 .......... .
Biotite ......................... .
Hornblende...................... .
Accessories .......................

25
34
29
2
6
4

22
36
30
1.8
3.7
6.2

A microcline perthite from Erland gave K20
13.5%, Na20
1.9%, corresponding to Or 80, Ab 16 {balance
4).
=

=

=
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Table 2. Chemical analysis and norms of Holum granite, south shore of Ljose
vann (B. Bruun, analyst)
Weight%
Si02 ......
Ti01 ......
Al.03 .....
Fe103 ... .
FeO .....
MnO . ....
MgO.......
CaO .. ...
Na20 .....
K.O ......
.....
C02
Pz06.......
HP- ....
H20+ ....

Cation%

Mesonorm

Q

67.11

63.4

0.53

.4

13.45

15.0

3.36

2.4

2.46

1.9

Sal.

0.75

1.1

Bi
Ho
Mt
Sph
Ap
Cc

.

.

.lO

.

.

Or
Ab
An

.l

3.15

3.2

3.30

6.0

4.92

6.0

.22

.3

.36

.3
-

0.6
.16

Fem

(.5)

--

Catanorm

22.0

-

28.9

-

30.0

30.0

-

30.0

7.5

-

--

3. 7
3.6
1.2

7.5

--

88.4
1.8

22.0

89.5
1.8

Wo
En
Fs

2.2
0.8

-
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Feldspars
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44
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45
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Q

Or
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Salic Minerals

Q

Or
Ab
An

The Feldspars
Adjacent Plagioclase

Microcline Perthite
K20 13.00 ; Or 77
2 1 0 ; Ab 18
(Balance
5)

Nap

.

The k-value is 18

74

=

74 Ab , 26 An
(Optical determination)

0.25 corresponding to 520°C.

25
33
34
8
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Fig. 8. The position of various granites in the feldspar diagram. Triangle, ana
lyzed Holum granite. Open circle, obsidian of von Platen. Solid circles: four
Precambrian granites in the general environment of the Holum pluton; from
left to right, granites from Udvåre, Stokkafjell, Skråstadheia, Imse. Squares,
alkali feldspar and plagioclase of the Holum granite. Crosses, alkali feldspar and
plagioclase of the obsidian crystallized at 660°-680°C (von Platen). Molecular
proportions.

the foot of the Table; the proportion KP : Na20 corresponds to 80 Or,
20 Ab, but the absolute values give a sum of 95% alkali feldspar.
The remaining 5% could come from the anorthite molecule, but other
analyses indicate that the anorthite content rarely exceeds 2-3%,
and that there may be a slight contamination by quartz or other min
eral dust.
The analysis is projected onto the feldspar diagram, Or-Ab-An,
of Fig. 8. The modal feldspar phases are also plotted; their composition
and relative amounts agree with the rock analysis.
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Table 3. Mineral proporlions and mineral molecule proportions in ten samples
of Holum granite

l
Quartz
Micrperth .
Plag . . .
Femics
Quartz
K-feldsp
Plag . . .
Q ...
Or . .
Ab . .
An ..

...
...
...
...

Q ......

l

l

2

l

3

l

l

4

21.4

22.8

21.6

33.3

52.2

47.9

42.8

18.6

21.3

23.9

7.8

8.0

11.7

5

l

6

l

7

l

8

l

l

9

29.9

10

22

26.6

20.3

22.6

24.6

33.6

32.2

51.0

31.9

29.6

41.8

36

27.8

29.1

25.2

31.9

35.1

19.2

30

5.3

12.1

3.5

13.6

10.7

9.1

12

33

25

30

21

26

28

33

25

52

24.5
48.5

35

57

35.5

37

53

37

33

46

41

20

23

27.0

29.5

33

26

37

39

21

34

23

25

24

35

30

21

26

28

33

25

46

41

39

28

30

42.5

29.5

27

36.5

33

26

28

30

29.5

32

30

35

35

34

5

6

7

7 5

8

6

9

lO

25

26

26

38

33

22.5

29

31

35

41

30

32

45.5

32.5

31

38

36

32

35

32

39

39

27

37

44

24.5

44

.

.

5 5

8

27

Or . . . . .
Ab . . . ..

48

27 5

30

33

Or . . . . .
Ab . . . . .
An . . . . .

60

55

51

43

43

54

40

37

54.5

34

37

40

45

46

38

48

49

37.5

45

6

8

9

11

11

8

12

14

8

11

.

Locations: l Igletjern, 2 Erland, 3 Klepptjern, 4 Road to Aurebekk, 5 South of
Ljosevann, 6 Solås, 7 Road to Eikeland, 8 West of Seland, 9 Road to Skuland.
l O Analyzed specimen.

An obsidian investigated by VON PLATEN (1965) is plotted for
comparison. Von Platen heated the obsidian in the range 660-680° and
2 kb vapor pressure and observed the crystallization of alkali feldspar
(33 Ab) and plagioclase (20 An). The 'two-feldspar line' gives a value
H 0. 41, corresponding to a temperature of 670°C ( BARTH
of k
1956, 1962), whereas the two-feldspar line of the Holum granites
gives k � 0.27, corresponding to 540°C.
=

=

Granitic rocks of similar composition are common in these parts
of the Precambrian. For comparison, the projection points of four
analyses of such rocks are shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9. The feldspar diagram projected onto the quartz boundary surface of Fig. 11.
This is the Si02-saturated surface of the Or-Ab-An-Si02 system at 5 kb
PH,O on which quartz is in equilibrium with a feldspar. MD is the three-phase
line on which quartz, plagioclase, and alkali feldspar are in equilibrium; it
corresponds to the bottom of the thermal valley. The temperatures indicated
are for 5 kb H10-pressure (after Kleeman). The projection points represent 10
samples of Holum granite after Table 3. The closed contour embraces the projection points of 1,269 granitic and rhyolitic rocks. Molecular proportions.

We shall discuss the chemical relations of the Holum granite by the
help of the diagrams in Figs. 9-12. The underlying data are given in
Tables l to 3.
The proportions of the normative feldspars of 10 Holum granite
samples are plotted in Fig. 9.
It is worthy of note that the plots show no relation to the low-tem
perature valley in the feldspar system, but lie on a straight line that
crosses the valley. This linear distribution is a consequence of the fact
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a

AbL-------�mL---� or
Fig. 10. The composition of 10 samples of Holum granite after Table 3 projected
onto petrogeny's residua diagram. The open circle represents the obsidian of von
Platen. The heavy line at M indicates (after Tuttle and Bowen) the positions of
the minimum melting temperatures in the system under vapor pressures ranging
from 500 bars (at upper end of the curve) to 5000 bars (at lower end of the curve).

that the two feldspar phases of the Holum granite exhibit almost
constant compositions: alkali feldspar of 80 Or, 20 Ab, and plagioclase
of 26-30 An. It is seen that the intersection of the feldspar line with
the edges of the diagram corresponds to these compositions. This is
a strong indication that the chemical variations thus far observed in
the Holum granite do not relate to magmatic differentiation.
The relation of the 'average granite' to the low-temperature valley
is shown by the contour, representing the normative Or :Ab :An ratio
in 1,269 rocks. See TUTTLE & BOWEN (1958) and KLEEMAN (1965).
It is worth mentioning tha t all analyses of granitic and rhyolitic
rocks from the British Tertiary province, discussed by BROWN (1963)
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Or

Ab

Fig. 11. Tetrahedral projection of melting equilibria in the system Or-Ab-An-Q
at 3-5 kilobars vapor pressure. The quartz boundary plane separates liquids
precipitating feldspars (the region in front of the plane) from those precipitating
quartz (behind the plane). The two-feldspar boundary plane, M'M m m'D, sep
arates liquids that precipitate plagioclase (above the plane) from those that
precipitate alkali feldspar (below the plane). The line of intersection, D-M,
is a cotectic line, and from liquids on this line crystals of quartz, plagiocla.<:�.
and alkali feldspar are simultaneously precipitated. The path of crystallization
runs down the line towards M, which represents the minimum temperature of the
system. All samples of Holum granite investigated and plotted in Figs. 4, 9,
and 10 lie in the shaded section, Q-K-feldspar-Plag; they are marked by
small rings. They show no relation to the low-temperature trough along the
cotectic line DM, or to the low-temperature sink dose to M.
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Fig. 12. A normal triangular projection of the shaded section of Fig. 11. Black
circles indicate the true composition, except for the femice constituents, of the
10 samples of Holum granite listed in Table 3. The black triangle No. 10 repre
sents the analyzed sample; 10' is the calculated mode; 10" is the position in the
Ab-Or-Q system. With the exception of point l, all compositions lie in the pla
gioclase field. The minimum melting temperature in this diagram is at M'.
The dotted lines indicate the position of the minimum melting temperature in
the Ab-Or-Q diagram (see Fig. 10). Letters as in Figs. 10 and 11.
and by

KLEEMAN (1965), fall

produced

through

partial

within the closure and are explained as

melting

of

Lewisian

basement

rocks;

this conclusion has been strongly supported by recent studies of the
distribution of the lead isotopes by

HAMILTON (1966).

The position of the 10 Holum granites in petrogeny's residua system
is shown in Fig. 10. The rocks duster approximately in the middle

of the diagram, but show no strong relation to the 'minimum melting
composition'. They all lie

on

the Or-rich side, and it

looks

as though

they belong in the field of primary orthoclase. But this is not so.
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The tetrahedral projection of Fig. 11 explains the relations of the
diagrams in Figs. 9, 10, and 12. The shaded section through the tetra
hedron has as its components the following modal minerals of the
Holum granite: alkali feldspar, plagioclase, and quartz. Thus, all lO
granite samples of Table 3 are contained in this section; indeed, the
tetrahedral projection gives an undistorted graphical presentation
of the true composition of the samples (except for the femic con
stituents). It is readily seen that with the possible exception of No. l,
all samples lie in the plagioclase field (above the two-feldspar bound
ary.) Furthermore, the tilt of the shaded section containing the sam
pH$ makes it evident that the composition of the samples shows no
relation to the cotectic line DM, or to the minimum melting compo
sition which is dose to M. The rock composition and variations in the
composition therefore show no visible effect of a hypothetical mag
matic history, but are directly traceable to the present composition
of the constituent minerals which must have developed during a long
period of deep-seated metamorphism at sub-magmatic temperatures.
The shaded section is redrawn in Fig. 12. It should be compared with
Fig. lO to illustrate the difference between the two kinds of projections.
It should be emphasized that very limited conclusions can be drawn
from the Ab-Or-Q diagram if the an'Jrthite content is neglected,
and that if the Plg-Kf-Q diagram is used, the approximate An content
must be known, so that the position of the line M'm' can be determined.
The best triangular diagram is the Si01-saturated surface of the quinary
Or-Ab-An-Si02-H20 system projected onto the Or-Ab-An face of
the tetrahedron as in Fig. 9.

Structure
GNEISS

Foliation in gneiss generally strikes northward and dips westward.
Deviations from this general pattern are only local so that the struc
tural pattern appears rather simple. Detailed investigation of outcrops
belies this appearance.
Distinctive marker horizons are totally lacking on a regional scale.
They are also even lacking on a mesoscopic scale. Thin amphibolite
layers in banded gneiss, which serve as markers on an outcrop, are
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ca. lO cm

(9)

(h)

Fig. 13. Fold styles. (a) Hinge of early F1 isoclinal fold in banded gneiss whose
layering is transposed feature. {b) Chevron folds F2. (c) Early F1 isoclinal fold
refolded by chevron fold F2• (d) and (e) Fold hinges of F1 isoclinal folds refolded
by F2 chevron folds. (f) F3 undulation in axis of chevron fold. (g) and (h) 'Arrow
head' hinges in amphibolite of F1 isoclinal folds refolded by F2 chevron folds.
Development of augen gneiss in core of F2 fold with second transposition of
layers in (h). All but (f) are drawn as they are exposed in natura! plane surfaces.
drawn out and disrupted so that they commonly cannot be followed
fo r more than a few meters.

On a mesoscopic scale, the banded gneisses usually do not appear
folded and continue across outcrops with nearly constant attitude.
Here and there, however, hinges of isoclinal folds with sheared-off
limbs are recognizable in banded gneisses (Fig. 13). The axial planes of
these folds parallel the layering and foliation in the gneisses. Intense
deformation has wiped out most signs of this early folding. Amphibolite
layers developed a characteristic 'arrowhead' shape in fold hinges
during this folding (Fig. 13, a, g, h). These isoclinal folds are ascribed
to an early (F1) deformation that transposed the layering in the rocks.
The usual observable small folds, which are widesp read and common,

are chevron folds with westward dipping axial planes (Fig. 13b). Iso
clinal F1 folds are refolded by the deformation that produced the chev
ron folds (Fig. 13, c, d, e, g, h). The chevron fol ding ag ain transposed
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the layering in the cores of some folds and wiped out the layering
during the formation of augen gneiss (Fig. 13h). This later chevron
folding is designated as F 2 deformation.
Broad, open undulations are found in the axes of chevron F2
minor folds (Fig. 13f). These undulations are about l m in wavelength
and are arbitrarily designated as F3 deformation, although age relations
are uncertain and the y might even be contemporaneous with F 2•
Both F 1 and F 2 fold axes were generally north trending, so that in
most of the area axes of small-folds trend in a sector around north.
Where they have been observed together, the angle between the trend
of F 1 and F2 fold axes does not exceed 30°. Gentle warping (F3) took
place about an axis with an approximate east-west trend. Since the
folding mechanisms in this area have been either flexural flow or
passive

(DoNATH & PARKER 1964), linear structures should show
(RAMSAY 1960).

great circle distributions

Linear structures for the entire area are plotted in Fig. 14a. Linear
structures show the development of partial girdles that follow great
circles which are typical of superposed deformations involving shear
or passive folding

(RAMSAY 1960). An east-west trending partial girdle

is formed by linear structures from an area west of the pluton. Certainly
the detailed structure is much more complex than it would first appear.
Detailed elucidation of the structural geometry requires an extensive
study which is beyond the scope of this investigation.
Poles to foliation (nS) within the gneiss are plotted in Fig. 14b.
The maximum concentrations of nS reflect the general north-south
strike of the gneisses and the relative uniformity of attitudes within
the gneisses. Several partial girdles are defined in the nS diagram;
these girdles reflect superposed deformation and complex geometry
just as the distribution of linear structures does.
East of the pluton, dips are gentle within the gneiss, but some steep
dips representing the steeper limbs of F2 chevron folds are found. West
of the pluton, dips are steep, but some low dips representing gentler
limbs of F 2 chevron folds are found.
Although minerals indicative of extremely high pressures

{MIYA

SHIRO 1961) are not found within the monotonous amphibolite-facies
gneisses, structural behavior of these rocks gives a clue regarding
depth. Extreme flow and repeated transposition of layering with total
recrystallization to medium- to coarse-grained rocks indicate that
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Fig.14. Structural diagrams, Schmidt net.
lower hemisphere. (a). 125 linear structures
from the gneisses. Contours, 0.8-2.4--4.0
-5.6-> 7.2 per cent per one per cent area.
(b) 200 nS for foliation in the gneisses.
Contours, 0.5-1.5-2.5-3.5->4.5 per cent
per one per cent area. (c) 70 nS for folia
tion in the granite. Contours, 1.4--4.2-7 .l
-10.0-> 12.8 per cent per one per cent
area. Cross represents nS for foliation of
inclusions in granite.

�::::;;0�?--

1� Lin.rar slt'UctUI"W
from

gn•isa

this is a very deep level of exposure
within the crust. General geologic re
lations (SMITHSON 1965a) also sug
gest that this area represents one of

(a)
N

the deepest levels of exposure with
in the Precambrian of South Nor
way. Precambrian shield areas are
generally regarded as representing a
deep level of exposure within the
crust; however, this area seems to be
a relatively deep level of exposure
even for the Precambrian.
Structures in the gneisses reveal
a history of repeated intense defor
mation accompanicd by transposi

tion of layering. Mechanical effects

(b)

have been extreme, and chemical
effects that are commonly postulated
to

accompany

mechanical effects

may also be important. Although an

attempt

to interpret layered meta

morphic rocks in terms of original
supracrustal rocks must be made
(DIETRICH 1960), the observable de
formation serves as a strong warning.

After transposition during the F1 is

oclinal folding, layering probably
parallels any original bedding, but

(<)

200" S

for loliotion in

gneiss
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the two must not be confused. The starting materials need not to have
been layered at all. Although certain occurrences (BARTH & DoNs
1960, p. 43, FALKUM 1966) indicate that these rocks may have been
supracrustal rocks, extreme deformation and recrystallization have
totally altered both primary thicknesses and the significance of layer
ing. Some apparent primary features may be tectonically produced
(ELDERS 1964); all true primary features are most likely erased.
THE PLUTON

Foliation, which is found almost universally within the pluton, is
defined by preferred orientation of K-feldspar megacrysts and mafic
minerals. In the few places where a foliation was not determinable,
some structure, which was probably a linear structure, was observable
in the rock. In a very few places, small folding was visible in the pluton.
Foliation generally strikes approximately north-south within the
pluton. On the east side of the pluton, the foliation dips gently west
ward, but some steep dips are also found. In some places, the dip
changes abruptly over an outcrop. On the west side, dip of foliation
in the pluton is generally steep, but some low dips are also found.
Poles to foliation (nS) in the pluton are plotted in Fig. 14c. The
contours define a concentration of westward dipping foliations. If

attitudes of nS in the pluton are compared with attitudes of nS in the
gneiss (Fig. 14b), they rather closely define the same girdles, and there
fore exhibit the same geometry: nS to inclusions in the pluton are also
plotted in Fig. 14c and fall in the same area as nS from the gneiss
and the plutc.n. The structural geometry of foliation within the pluton
is the same as the structural geometry of inclusions in the pluton, and,
more important, is the same as the structural geometry of the gneiss
even though complex.
Gravity interpretation
METHODS AND PRECISION

Observed gravity was measured using a Worden Master Model gravi
meter with a dial constant of 0.1068 mgalfdivision. A total of 234
gravity stations were measured by one author (Smithson) and 48 sta
tions of the Geographical Survey of Norway (NGO) were incorporated
in the gravity map (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15. Bouguer gravity anomaly map of the Holum granite and vicinity.
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Field methods and computations have been described by SMITHSON
(1963a). Most station elevations are based on spot elevations (± l m)
that appear on the topographic map; other elevations were determined
with barometric altimeters. Because numerous widely scattered known
elevations were available, more than two consecutive barometric
elevations were seldom measured, and the maximum elapsed time
between known elevations was about 30 minutes. Based on closure
errors between known elevations, the error in barometric elevations
is usually 3 m or less. This error in elevation would cause an error of
0.6 mgal or less in the Bouguer anomalies.
Terrain corrections have been computed by means of the method
of HAMMER (1939). Relief ranges from 200 to 300 m in two long vall�ys
to 10 to 60 m on an upland surface where most of the gravity stations
were located. Terrain corrections may be as large as 2 mgal in the
two main valleys that traverse the area. Terrain corrections range
from 0.0 to 0.5 mgal on the upland surface, and this range includes
most of the stations. Errors up to 0.2 mgal may be present in terrain
corrections.
The maximum expected error in the Bouguer anomalies is 0.8 mgal,
but the error at most of the stations will be less than this. The Bouguer
gravity anomaly map was contoured on a l mgal interval.
ROCK DENSITIES

Densities were determined by use of Mettler rapid balance on hand
specimen sized pieces. The precision of the method is 0.004 gfcm3•
The mean density for the gneisses was 2. 73 gfcm3 and the mean den
sity for the granite was 2.70 gfcm3 (Table 4). Because of the large
standard deviation for each mean, the differences are not statistically
significant; however, general presence of amphibolite layers in gneisses

Table 4. Rock densities
Rock Type

Granite ...............
Gneiss ................

l

Number of
Samples

17
37

l

Mean
Density

2.70
2.73

Standard
Deviation

0.035
0.091

Range

2.63-2.73
2.63-3.05

•
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suggests that the mean density of the gneisses is slightly higher than
the mean density of the granite.

A

density of

2. 71 g/cm3

was used to make the Bouguer reduction

and the terrain corrections. This value is somewhat higher than the
commonly used value of

2.67

g/cm3•

THE GRAVITY MAP
The Bouguer gravity anomaly map (Fig. 15) reveals a number of small
anomalies superposed on a regional decrease in the gravity field from
the coast inland.

A

general decrease in the gravity field away from

coast characterizes the Bouguer gravity anomalies in southem Norway

( GRONHAUG 1962 ).

This regional decrease seems to be connected with

thickening of the crust inland from the coast to isostatically compen
sate for a topographic excess.
Superposed on this regional trend are a series of smaller positive
and negative anomalies. Positive anomalies of up to

8 mgal

relief are

found east and west of the granite; a small gravity 'low' is found over
the Snig granite southwest of the Holum granite. Positive and negative
anomalies of small gravity relief are represented by noses and embay
ments in the isoanomaly lines.

INTERPRET ATION
Granitic plutons are commonly associated with negative gravity anom

alies because they form a negative density contrast with the sur
rounding country rocks

(Borr

1956); i.e., the rocks

of

granitic plutons

are almost always less dense than the surrounding rocks.

A

negative

gravity anomaly over the Holum granite would be represented by the
isoanomaly lines swinging to the south in the opposite direction of a
decrease in the regional gravity field, so that the isoanomaly lines
delineate an embayment situated over the pluton. On the contrary,
the isoanomaly lines cut directly across the pluton's contacts, even
though station spacing has been kept small at contacts in order to best
define the shape of anomalies here. The e.m:bayment in the gravity

anomalies is caused by positive anomalies on both sides of the pluton,
which caused isoanomaly lines to be deflected northward around these
positive features.

•
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Even allowing for a very low density contrast between the granite
and regional gneisses and allowing for the gently dipping eastern con
tact of the pluton, the behavior of isoanomaly lines at or near contacts
reveals that no negative anomaly is associated with the pluton. A
density contrast of only - 0.03 gfcm3 with the 6-km width of the
pluton and a vertical extent of 2 km would cause a gravity anomaly
of - 2 mgal. An anomaly of even half this amplitude should be
easily observable on this gravity map. The conclusion is inescapable
that even a very low negative density contrast must have a small
vertical extent. The 'thickness'1 of this pluton must be small.
In addition, an extremely important feature is indicated by the
'swing' in the 0-mgal isoanomaly line within the pluton 5 km north
northwest of Holum. This swing of the isoanomaly line represents a
small positive gravity anomaly caused by a disturbing mass of positive
density contrast. A maximum depth formula (Bon and SMITH 1958,
p. 3) places the maximum depth to the top of the disturbing mass as
less or equal to l km. This means that thl disturbing mass excess must
be in or beneath the pluton and that the pluton or the material beneath it
must be heterogeneous.

A

small gravity 'high' 4 km northwest of Mandal marked by closure
in the 5-mgal contour is found over an amphibolite-rich area. A gravity
high 15 km west-northwest of Mandal is marked by closure of the
+ 8-mgal contour. Maximum depth formulae (Bon & SMITH 1958)
show that the top of the disturbing mass causing this anomaly cannot
be deeper than 3 km. Surprisingly, this positive anomaly is found over
an offshoot from the farsundite granitic pluton (BARTH 1960); the
occurrence of positive anomalies over granitic plutons is very rare
(TusoN 1959, HoDGE 1965). The positive anomaly may be attributed
to the presence of extensive amphibolites at the border of the far
sundite pluton. In any case, this occurrence represents an important
and interesting object for futme study.
Six km northeast Of Holum is located a gravity high represented
by closure in the + 5-mgal contour. The mass causing this gravity
high is nt:t deepeT- than l km; but this anomaly is not explained by the
surface geology.
1 In this sense, the term 'thickness' means the vertical extent of the density
contrast and does not necessarily correspond to what a field geologist would
call thickness.
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Geologic observations suggest that this area represents a deep level
of exposure within the crust. The local gravity anomalies found within
this area show that same fairly large heterogeneities exist within the crust,
and, indeed, either the Holum granite itself is heterogeneous or a mass
heterogeneity must be present immediately beneath the granite.

Discussion

Any hypothesis about the origin of the Holum granite must explain
the following observations :
l) Along the eastern contact, the granite grades into the regional gneisses through
a zone of augen gneiss; along the western contact, the same tendency is ap
parent, although no regular zone of augen gneiss exists.
2) The structural geometry of foliation and of inclusions within the pluton
is the same as the structural geometry of layering within the surrounding
gneisses.
3) The eastern granite contact dips gently westward and the western contact
dips almost vertically.
4) A large scale agmatite is developed at the southern margin of the granite.
5) The granite and the surrounding augen gneisses have the same modal com
position. The chemical composition expressed in terms of the normative
feldspars varies linearly and across the thermal valley of the diagram.
6) Feldspars in both the granite and augen gneiss exhibit similar composition,
textures, and structural state.
7) The granite causes no negative gravity anomaly and is associated with a
small positive anomaly in one locality.

Lacking sharp transgressive contacts, contact breccias, intrusive
dikes, and lateral shouldering, the granite shows no evidence of being
intrusive. lnclusions within the granite show structural coherence and
are analogous to the tectonically induced agmatites that are wide
spread in the surrounding gneisses. The slight discordance sometimes
observed between some inclusions and foliation in the granite may be
ascribed to an axial plane foliation which intersects layering at a low
angle and is also found in the surrounding gneisses. The fact that the
composition of a granite corresponds somewhat to the minimum-melting
composition in the granite system is permissive evidence at best and
must be substantiated by other observations before composition is

related to a magmatic evolution. I ndependent evidence for a magmatic
evolution is lacking and, in fact, most of the granitic parts of the re-
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gional layered gneisses probably approximate the minimum-melting
composition in the granite system if only plotted in a Q-Ab-Or dia
gram so that the An-content is neglected.
Three keys to an interpretation of the granite's genesis are:
structural geometry within the granite and in the gneisses.
modal compositions for the granite and augen gneisses.

3)

l)
2)

Similar
Similar

Textural

gradation from augen gneiss to granite.
W

E

�!!.

�

���)

1km

1---4

Fig. 16. Cross section through Holum granite illustrating the interpretation as
a synform in which augen gneiss has recrystallized to granite. But it should be
added that some antiform is also a possible interpretation.
Jf the granite has the same structural geometry as the gneiss, then
it has gone through the same structural history. The granite is therefore
a metamorphic granite. Modal analyses demonstrate that the granite
can have crystallized from an augen gneiss and field relations show that
this has taken place in a number of places. The similar composition,
texture, and structural state of the feldspars in augen gneiss and gran
ite is also explained by a recrystallization that forms granite from
augen gneiss by formation of subhedral-to-euhedral feldspars. The
Holum granite is best interpreted as a metamorphic granite formed by
recrystallization from augen gneiss, and this recrystallization took place
in a synform (Fig. 16).
Less common, abruptchanges in attitude of foliation in the granite rep
resent the short limbs of minor folds (Fig. 16). Similar relationships are
observable in the surrounding gneisses, and the geometry of these minor
folds generally suggests a synformal structure. Recrystallization is
stronger in cores of folds, and such a structurally promoted recrystalliza
tion can have produced a textural transition from augen gneiss to granite.

Descriptively, the Holum granite
texie in the sense of RAGUIN (1957,

could be termed a

granite d' ana

p. 39) because the granite passes

insensibly into augen gneiss but retains the regional pattem. A major
problem of interpretation is to determine what caused recrystallization.

Recrystallization

could be caused by beginning partial fusion (ana

texis) which would be expected to take place at grain boundaries
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between quartz and K-feldspar ( KRANCK & 0JA 1960). For a rock of
this general composition under high vapor pressure and containing pure
albite, melting would begin to occur at about 660°C (TurrLE & BowEN
1958), but addition of the anorthite molecule actually present would con
siderably increase the temperature of beginning fusion ( WINKLER &
VON PLATEN 1960). A pore melt could promote recrystallization, but for
mer presence of a pore melt would go undetected (TUTTLE & BowEN
1958). SMITHSON (1965b) suggested that oriented plagioclase grains in
K-feldspar porphyroblasts may be evidence of a pore melt. In any case,
the pore melt could hardly be more than an interstitial film; otherwise,
regional structures in the granite would have been altered or erased. The
Holum granite could represent the initial stage of a granite d' anatexie.
Because a minor amount of fluid is probably required, recrystalliza
tion may just as well have been facilitated by a film of watery fluid.
Numerous observations suggest that fluids migrate preferentially to
fold hinges and promote stronger recrystallization there.
The Holum granite is most likely a lenticular granite, which Bun
DINGTON (1959) states is characteristic of the catazone, deep levels
of the crust. The Holum granite can hardly be regarded as the granit
ized 'roof zone' concealing a large batholith of magmatic origin because,
if so, a large negative anomaly would have been found.
Nature of Granite Crust. We might imagine this section of the crust
to be composed of banded gneisses and migmatitic rocks surrounding
a series of lenticular metamorphic granitic bodies in fold hinges at
various positions which are determined by the tectonics of the region.

Jf a small area is considered, the rocks appear heterogeneous because of the
abruptly changing composition. If a large area is considered, the rocks
appear homogeneous because large-dimensioned variations or layering
are missing. The general character is granitic, i.e. a mean density of
2.72 gfcm8 compared with values of 2.74 gfcm8 to 2.81 gfcm8 for other
Norwegian Precambrian areas ( SMITHSON 1963a, 1963b). It is important
to note that such an area would appear homogeneous and granitic to re
fracted seismic waves although it is far from homogeneous. Thus, strong
geologic and geophysical evidence exists that the deep upper crust is granitic
but little evidence suggests that it is homogeneous. In addition, a transition
from more den s e gneisses to migmatites with depth would produce a low
velocity seismic zone in the upper crust as has been suggested by MUELLER
& LANDISMAN (1966).
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Intrusive granites at higher levels may be derived by mobilization
of rocks like the Holum granite and the surrounding gneisses which
rise in a diapiric body {WEGMANN 1930, SMITHSON 1965a). K-feld
spars in the Holum granite resemble those from the deeper west side
of the intrusive Herefoss granite {NILSSEN & SMITHSON 1965), and
the two granites are similar chemically.
Chemical analyses for interpretation of granite petrogenesis are clearly
ambiguous unless numerous other criteria are applied. The non
intrusive Holum granite, which might even be called magmatic if
observed superficially or only in hand specimen, provides a striking
example of the futility of using chemical data alone. CHAYES (1952)
correctly states that one metamorphic granite of the same composition
does not refute the statistical significance of compositions of 500 other
granites that may be magmatic. We must, however, ask ourselves
how many metamorphic granites might be included in that statistic
and how much greater a concentration might obtain if we compiled
a compositional statistic for a large number of metamorphic Pre
cambrian granites and augen gneisses {SMITHSON 1964) whose ultimate
origin is obscure. For example, the one chemical analysis of the Holum
granite plots fairly dose to isobaric minima in the system Q-Ab-Or,
but this system does not really describe these rocks or most other
granitic rocks.
Metasomatism during formation of the Holum granite from augen
gneiss does not seem to have occurred based on the modal analyses.
If a large scale metasomatism was effective, it must have taken place
during formation of augen gneiss from the regional gneisses. Trans
position of layering in banded gneisses and migmatites has probably
at least resulted in a mechanical homogenization of banded gneisses.
The layering of the banded gneisses and migmatites must not be confused
with an original depositional feature; material of all shapes and possibly
of all compositions could have been tectonized to form the banded gneiss
terrain. Until much more is known of the processes that were effective
in forming the obscure and complex migmatites, banded gneisses, and
augen gneisses, little beyond the augen-gneiss to granite transition can be
said about the chemical evolution of the Holum granite. The Holum granite
is most safely described as a metamorphic granite.
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Conclusions

In this area, the transition from banded gneiss to migmatite and angen
gneiss is largely a tectonic process. The Holum granite retains the
structures of the regional gneisses and grades into angen gneiss. Granite
and angen gneiss have about the same composition. Lack of a negative
gravity anomaly over the Holum granite suggests small vertical extent
for the granite. The granite is interpreted to be the core of a synform
in which recrystallization from angen gneiss to granite has taken place.
Recrystallization could have been promoted by beginning anatexis
or by watery fluids. Gravity interpretation reveals a mass surplus
within or just beneath the granite. Gravi ty measurements and geologic
observations indicate that the crust in this deep exposure is granitic
but highly heterogeneous. In studying granites, chemical analyses alone
are ambiguous; geologic observations are decisive for determining
petrogenesis of granites. The Holum granite is best termed a meta
morphic granite; similar lenticular metamorphic granites may be
common at fold hinges in deep levcls of the upper crust.
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PLATE l
Fig. l. Hand specimens showing textural gradation from augen gneiss (bottom
piece) to foliated granite (top piece). K-feldspar stained yellow and appears
gray in photograph; plagioclase appears white. Scale in cm.
Fig. 2. Photomicrograph of microcline porphyroblast in augen gneiss. Drop and
film perthite in porphyroblast. Plagioclase 'drops' in the perthite exhibit a
relatively high index of refraction. Small microcline grains that contain no visible
perthite are enclosed by the microcline porphyroblast. Crossed nicols.
Fig. 3. Twinned plagioclase grain surrounded by alkali-feldspar from Holum
granite. Drop, film, vein, and rectangular perthite found in alkalifeldspar.
Plagioclase phase in drop, vein, and rectangular perthite exhibits optical con
tinuity with the adjacent plagioclase grain and has about the same high re
fractive index as the adjacent plagioclase. Twinning present in the plagioclase
phase of the rectangular perthite. Plagioclase composition is An28•
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